Patient and public involvement in sexual and reproductive health: a new editor, and a new tool

Linda Pepper

Most healthcare organisations now realise the importance of a patient or consumer focus to improve healthcare outcomes and patient satisfaction. In common with some other BMJ journals, BMJ SRH has taken some first steps towards addressing this deficiency, by introducing a requirement for authors of original research papers to state whether and how they have involved patients or service users in the conception, design and interpretation of their research,1 and by appointing me as their Patient and Public Involvement (PPI) Editor.

So who am I? Since becoming sexually active in my late teens, and believing as a woman that in order to control my life I needed to be able to control my fertility, I have had an interest in sexual health, and women’s reproductive needs. I have a longstanding involvement in the UK National Health Service (NHS) in Patient and Public Involvement, and have been a member of the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists’ Women’s Health Network. I have been active in sexual and reproductive healthcare (SRH) in particular as a patient, campaigner, member of local and national reproductive rights groups, and a developer of training materials. I have also brought a patient perspective to local NHS bodies and to national organisations.23

So what is a patient perspective and how can it be incorporated? Just as the language used around sexual health has been shown to be varied, with professional language not always reflecting that used by the public,4 the term ‘patient and public involvement’ is also interpreted in different ways. The Faculty of Sexual & Reproductive Healthcare’s standard statement on User and Public Involvement states that services should demonstrate that user and public involvement is fundamental to service development, provision, monitoring and evaluation.5

INVOLVE – an organisation established in 1996 as part of the UK National Institute for Health Research to support active public involvement in the NHS – defines public involvement as “research being carried out ‘with’ or ‘by’ members of the public rather than ‘to’, ‘about’ or ‘for’ them”. By ‘public’, INVOLVE means patients and their relatives as well as members of the general public.6

The value of patient involvement in research is well documented7–9 and it may lead to improved clinical outcomes for patients. However, there are significant challenges. Some have argued10 11 that for the sensitive area of SRH in particular, fear of stigma may pose particular challenges in achieving patient involvement. And across the board, work in the area of patient involvement is often still lacking, outputs are variable and such initiatives are not often audited.

An article in this issue of BMJ SRH entitled ‘Evidence-based patient/public voice: a patient and public involvement audit in the field of sexual health’12 seeks to address some of these challenges, offering a tool for measuring the value of PPI in SRH, as a vehicle for improving PPI practice in the sexual health field in terms of defined goals and clearly measurable, auditable outcomes.

The audit tool, consisting of 12 questions drafted by patients covering three clear areas, was piloted in a sexual health setting, then refined and introduced to sexual health research projects. Independent researchers examined the results, identifying themes, and areas for improvement. Results showed wide and varied definition of patient and public involvement and demonstrated the need for greater clarity. It also identified an over-reliance on group work and a need for a greater diversity of methods for accessing patient views, and a tendency to conflate qualitative research (ie, expert-designed...
research seeking the views of patients as research participants), with patient involvement in research (ie, the structural involvement of patients in the design and interpretation of studies), and in the discussion about what kind of knowledge should be collected.

This study focused particularly on sexually transmitted infections (STIs). Sexual health is of course much wider than this – the WHO suggests that sexual health is “a state of physical, emotional, mental and social well-being in relation to sexuality; it is not merely the absence of disease …”. It would be useful to develop audit tools in wider SRH to demonstrate the value of PPI, as not all SRH evokes sensitivity, embarrassment or shame.

Nevertheless, this article is a timely stimulus to both service providers and researchers, and we hope it will generate discussion.

BMJ SRH will be looking to learn from The BMJ’s Patient Partnership Strategy. We will be commissioning patient commentaries on published papers where possible, exploring where and how we can involve patients in peer review. We will also be asking authors to tell us how patient priorities, experience, and preferences helped shape research questions and outcome measures, how patients were involved in recruitment and conduct of the study, and how results will be disseminated to the participants who have offered their time.

Patient involvement is an important piece of cultural change in healthcare, and will require commitment, time and sensitivity, and a willingness to experiment and learn from mistakes. BMJ SRH is committed to participating in and encouraging that process, and hope that journal readers will share with us accounts of their own successes and struggles in this area.
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